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From the archives – MCC’s 2011 trip to China. Photo was taken in Tiananmen Square

FRONT ROW: Angela Murphy, Janet Martin, Raymond Hsu. MIDDLE ROW: Alan Munro, Jerry Soltys, Jana Pivrnec, Holly Lumley, Audrey
Cherevaty, Linda Bowman, Cathryn Glover, Klaus Bohn. BACK ROW: Judy Stuart, Craig Stuart, Mike Penty, David Penty, Bob Bowman,
Alex Martin, Peter Martin.

The above photo was retrieved by Club Historian Audrey Cherevaty who is standing in the middle row. Audrey
reminisces: “This was a trip of a lifetime. I would recommend it to anyone to explore and photograph China. My
highlight was walking on the Great Wall.”
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Editor’s Introduction
Welcome to the first issue of KLIK for 2015/16. Our Club President Craig Stirton leads off this
issue with an update on the roles of new Executive. Larry Jewett has contributed an article on
macro photography which explores the many technical options open to those who wish to
experiment with this genre, and comments on the factors that impact on image quality. Profiles of
the club’s prior year trophy winners will be featured again this year in KLIK beginning with Ina Miglin
who placed first in both 2014/15 Advanced Digital and Digital Pictorial. Leonie Holmes describes
her experience at the recent Photographic Society of America conference held in Yellowstone Park:
Leonie and other MCC attendees Donna Miller and Marcus Miller share some of their photos from
the venue. Club Historian Audrey Cherevaty has provided content from the archives to remind us of our club’s
history and traditions. As with prior years, each issue will be timed to follow competition night, and in this issue you
will see the results of the first competition. And finally, you’ll find something new this year – a Notice Board for
members to share information with other club members; in this issue Craig has a message for those interested in
studio portraiture.
Thanks to all of our contributors in this issue. This is your club and your KLIK, and so any and all ideas are welcomed
to make this an interesting and relevant publication. We look forward to hearing from you and getting your feedback.
Editor Jim Evans

Message from MCC President Craig Stirton
On behalf of your new Board of Directors, we wish to extend our appreciation for your
support. At our inaugural meeting November 12, we discussed the concerns the some
members expressed at the AGM. We continue to address these concerns. We also
discussed and determined the portfolios that each Director will assume for the 2015/16 year
as follows:
MEMBER SERVICES DIRECTOR: Kathy Foster, member since 2013.
Outings, Workshops, SIGS, Meeting Setup, Membership, Annual Banquet, MCC
Development, Mtg. Refreshments
PROGRAM DIRECTOR: Pat Donaldson, member since 2005.
Annual Program, Show-off Presentations
COMPETITIONS DIRECTOR: David Clow, new member this year.
Digital Competition & Submissions, Print Competition & Submissions, Competition Statistics, GTCCC
COMMUNICATIONS DIRECTOR: David Penty, member since 2003.
Vice-President, Website, KLIK, Snapshot, Email (Constant Contact), Facebook, Comm. Backup, MCC Historian
ADMINISTRATION & CHIEF FINANCIAL OFFICER: Missi Ali, member since 2010.
City Liaison, Treasurer, Meeting Room Bookings, and SECRETARY: Chantal Chapdelaine, member since 2013.
PRESIDENT: Craig Stirton, member since 2012.
Recent Board of Directors, with good justification, has shared the role of President. After discussion, this Board
decided that this year there will be only one President; however, a Vice President was designated so that that Director,
David Penty, can fill-in for the President should the need arise.
In the last couple of years the Club has met important challenges in areas of operations. It is our goal to consolidate
those initiatives. With the great response to the calls for volunteers we anticipate a relatively calm year operationally.
We will review the materials that were generated by our predecessors in helping us develop plans for the future of the
Club. We encourage your input and feedback for our deliberations.
During last year’s celebration of the Club’s 60th Anniversary, I was particularly inspired by the club motto - “Fellowship
through Photography”. Now that over 50% of the membership has joined the Club since 2012, my questions are “What
does that look like to you?” and “What should that look like in (say) five years?”
Yours ‘photographically’,
Craig Stirton
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Macro Photography
By Larry Jewett
A few years back, while talking to some members at an early-season meeting, I was directed to
Kevin White. He had the perfect answer to my naïve question, "Will there be another macro
workshop"? His answer came with the classic Kevin smile, "Would you like to do it?” My face must
have dropped because right away he added, "There's macro help within the club and I'm here for
set up and anything else." I had to say something fast ..."OK" blurted out of my mouth.
Then I froze, speechless. "So, let me introduce you to Juri Vosu" he came back. It was on in a heartbeat. When I first
spoke with Juri, the word “macro” ignited something inside him. He smiled right away and added modestly, "Yes, I
think I can get you started. I have a macro presentation from a few years ago that you're welcome to reference.” I’d
never presented before, didn't know PowerPoint, barely knew Photoshop, and was not a public speaker. My only
macro experience consisted of reversing a kit zoom. Hardly a candidate to run a workshop!
There are a few ways to get started on close-up and macro photography. High end all-in-one cameras get very close
to macro levels of performance. A scanner can do a good job of certain items. The optical adaptations to lenses are
either to add-on extra lens elements, or to move existing lens elements forward of the camera sensor. That's it!
First try image cropping, especially from shots with your long telephoto lens. Second, if all you have is a basic kit
zoom, try a threaded reverse adapter to hold it backwards onto the camera body. Next, there is a lens stacking routine
that joins a short and a long lens together by means of a 'double male-threaded ring'. Your small kit lens is turned
backwards then screwed onto your telephoto lens. Use the long end of the tele to avoid vignetting. This is awkward, so
either attach a tripod ring on the tele, or lay it on a table and secure your subject. Careful though, the subject could
bump into the exposed back of the lens.
Some photographers like the convenience of close up filters – also called a ‘close-up lens’ – for their normal to
telephoto lenses. I have the Hoya set for my 90mm. Saves weight, money and takes no room in the camera bag. Just
screw them on and shoot; don't even change exposure settings. Nikon's 5t and 6t as well as Canon's 500d and 250d
are the best.
An expensive option is a tele-extender (converter) matched to that particular lens. There is a magnifying lens inside
the converter. The 1.4x and 2x are common: don't bother with a 3x. The extension offers much tighter shots from
which to crop.
All things considered, get extension tubes. A plastic set of three hollow tubes starts at $30. You will have to pre-set
your f stop and then attach the tube(s). The routine is to mount the lens, select f8, stop down, hold and then remove
the lens from the body: f8 will stay put until you re-mount the lens.
Kenko's cost $250 and have pins that transmit all lens functions
through to the camera. This set has a short, a medium and a long
tube to add up to 76mm of extension between the lens and the
camera. Use one, two or three of them on lens focal lengths from
about 28mm to 200mm. That's 18mm to 135mm APS-c. Bellows
were once in fashion, but are too fragile to be used outside of a
studio.
Now it's just trial and error with so many possible
combinations.
You can get close-ups or 1:1 macro ratio and even greater
magnification. We need a definition and a reason to use the 1:1
description in talking about an image you plan to make or show. It's a
ratio of the camera sensor width compared to actual subject width.
Image sensors vary in width from 36 mm to 24 and 22mm down to
12mm and even 6mm. So, saying 1:1 about an image and not
mentioning your camera model is vague.

Red Currants

Using the Nikon DX format as an example ... when you have macro capabilities, place a metric ruler so that 24mm fills
the width of the viewfinder. Nikon's APS-c sensor is also 24mm wide. The sensor width divided by the image actual
width gives 1:1 ratio also called ‘life size’ or macro for our purpose.
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There is a practical limit to adding or extending lens elements. The image gets so bad that around 10:1 you should
probably be using a microscope. Well, if you really think you need at least 1:1 and want the highest quality at the
same time, you want to look at a true macro or micro lens. These are expensive primes, not zooms. Be careful of the
casual use of the term ‘macro’. Companies do add ‘macro’ to a zoom's name but it’s not the same thing here. The best
zoom can only do 1:2. Most are 1:4. Don't discount an older Tamron, Sigma or Tokina macro lens. Some of these old
legacy macro lenses are only 1:2 or one half life size, but they are all sharp and can be used for general photography
as well ... and you can still add extension tubes for more magnification.
Depth of field (DOF) is marginal with DSLR's.
Cameras with small image sensors produce more
DOF than large sensors. Better "point and shoot"
cameras may take close up filters as a bonus.
Lighting your subject is a challenge. Reflectors let
you see changes right away. Hand-held off-camera
flash will work for some close ups, but really close
work needs a tripod and a subject that does not
move. Keep everything solid and you will not need
auto focus or image stabilization in your first macro
lens. Things change as you move to smaller and
smaller subjects i.e. our lens gets in the way of your
flash lighting. Some lighting can ruin surface texture.
Most lighting can be better controlled with light boxes (http://www.wikihow.com/Create-an-Inexpensive-PhotographyLightbox). I have a ring flash when there is little room between the lens and the subject, but it doesn't give good
modeling light. It's good for getting into flowers though. Some flowers should be approached as portraits, where
ambient light and flash are balanced. With flash, I am fine hand holding for close ups, but by 1:1 on full frame, I need a
monopod or even a tripod.
Saddlebags Dragonfly

The focal length of your lens changes slightly as you turn the focus ring. Moving to incrementally distant focus points
enlarges the subject in next image shot. The bright f2.8 on your macro lens becomes f5.6 at 1:1 and your camera may
not tell you. The stabilization benefit of your lens is reduced. Autofocus hunts badly at close distances. Diffraction past
f22 limits your best depth of field. And you still have to deal with moving bugs!
The usual acceptable image techniques still apply. Your subject still benefits from a pleasing background and
composition. Colour, contrast, distractions, lead in lines and interest (impact) should be considered. A computer helps
with all the usual adjustments, but now you might also use alignment and ‘focus stacking’ software to combine sharp
areas of each image.
My own macro photography has occasionally been done by
stacking two prime lenses. Either a 24mm, or 50mm onto an
85mm or 100mm macro ... 5:1 is possible. I have contact pin
extension tubes totaling 100mm. I have used tele-converters in
conjunction with extension tubes on long macro lenses to give
unusually magnified images. My macro lenses are 50mm
Sigma, 60mm Canon, 90mm Tamron, 105mm OS Sigma and
150mm f2.8 Sigma. I use either a Sigma 1.4x or 2x teleconverter on only the two longest macro lenses. Lighting with
flash, I have a few options. One or two small flashes triggered
with remotes for studio set up or mounted to a bracket for
gardens.
I have an item that permits the 1/10 of a mm incremental
movement of the camera to each new plane of focus on a
Sundew
subject. This controlled stack of images makes alignment and
subsequent blending easier. Software or manual blending of the images' sharpest areas are used to achieve greater
depth of field in the final image.
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My favourite field kit is the Canon 60D body with the 60mm APS-c Canon macro. This camera has a tilting view screen
and is on a sturdy 10 inch tripod with two joined swivel heads. Occasionally I will need to see more detail than the 60D
view screen can offer and that's when I go to the MacBook and Canon's "remote shooting" program. The camera is
usually set to 2 second timer, mirror lock up and full RAW. Lens cloth, umbrella, folding stool and small tools to
"adjust" the background, a kneeling pad and a folding reflector, as well as a remote triggered flash, are in a pack.
How much macro do I shoot? ... Certainly not more than landscapes or portraits lately. Right now I'm trying to get
comfortable using ultra wide lenses with long exposure. Perhaps this is a topic for next time?
Thanks reader. You made it this far. If your eyes haven't glazed over, I host a macro special interest group (SIG) that
meets occasionally. I'd be happy to add your name. larryjewett@cogeco.ca

Profile of a Competition Winner in 2014/15

st

Ina Miglin

1 in Advanced Digital (Ron Manning Trophy)
st
1 in Digital Pictorial (Herb Martin Trophy)
Editor: We asked Ina to tell us about her early interest in photography and how it has evolved, and to share a
couple of her favourite competition images from last year.
"My adventure with photography started very early in life. My father had a magic tool (in some places called a camera)
which captured special moments in the life of our family. I’ve had as well special times with my dad in our darkroom
(i.e. the only bathroom in our home, changing the look once in a while to dismay of the rest of family). I couldn’t believe
the magic my father was doing - on white paper, familiar faces and places from few months ago slowly showed up. I
was enchanted!!
Yes, I was already in love in photography, but was never able to figure out how to take a proper exposure. Back then
there was no automatic mode in the cameras.
When I started to make my own money I was able to afford to buy a simple point and shoot camera, and finally I
was taking pictures as well!!! During my first years of photography, like my father, I was taking pictures of my family,
friends, places where I went, and often asked someone else to take my picture in front of a famous monument (the
world of selfie didn’t exist yet).
Seriously, who didn’t go through this phase?
A real adventure with photography started for me
when I joined MCC. I was in awe of those all
beautiful images of more advanced club members.
Everyone was friendly and kind and patient to me –
the person who didn’t know how to use aperture or
shutter priority mode, forget about manual mode!!!
I had zero computer knowledge in regards to photo
processing. At this time I was saving processed jpg
images over my original file retrieved from the
camera, with the size for the competition!!!
I was totally clueless!!!
Members of MCC came to my rescue. They made
Sky Above My Campsite
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time to teach me basics about photo processing and some more advanced techniques on how to improve my
photography. To all those wonderful people I will be forever thankful!!
I love nature and beautiful outdoors; most of my best photography happens in the wilderness.
As the person who enjoys the outdoors and any kind of adventure which doesn’t involve big crowds of people, I had
decided last year to go to Central Asia. There are some of the most spectacular views in the world (I dare to say so
even though I haven’t visited the whole world just yet).
To get picture of Tian Shan Mountains I had to
hike with my backpack for 3 days, and when I
got there it was snowing, but the view was
breathtaking.
Another trip which I took was horseback riding
for a few days through mountains, some high
passes and valleys. I tried to explore highs and
lows of night photography. This is my version
of night sky from this trip.
I would like to be able to produce photographs
which would give the justice to the beauty of
nature.
For me this is still a struggle with some hits
and many misses. Even though there are so
many misses I still enjoy getting lost in the
wilderness around the world."

Tian Shan Mountains

Photographic Society of America Annual Conference
Yellowstone National Park September 2015
By Leonie Holmes, along with photos by Donna Miller and Marcus Miller
On September 26, 2015 my friend Virginia and I went to West Yellowstone where the Photographic Society of America
(PSA) held their yearly conference. As the Area Membership Director for Ontario, Saskatchewan and Manitoba, I went
to meet the other directors and of course have a great time photographing the beautiful areas in and around the park.
We rented a tiny little car – a Spark that had very little room for our equipment – but managed to get around quite
nicely. The conference was held at a Holiday Inn in West Yellowstone. After a day or two I was pleasantly surprised
and happy to see Marcus and Donna Miller there at the convention. Being so far from home it was lovely seeing
friends from MCC.
There were some very good presenters such as Mike Moats and the
very well known Art Wolfe, and a few bargains from the vendors. The
best part though was going out on a couple of tours. We went to Oxbow
Bend and to Old Faithful. After that we decided to go on our own and
went to see Mammoth Hot Springs, Norris Geyser Basin and other
places. Wherever we went there was beauty all around ... the mountains,
the mist everywhere and of course the wild animals that, although mostly
in the fields, often stopped traffic by crossing the road.

Photo by Leonie Holmes

One day I would like to go back and do some more photography. I have
it on my bucket list now to return there. In my opinion Yellowstone is the
most beautiful place I have ever had the pleasure to go to and I would
recommend it to anyone looking for a great place to photograph.
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More Yellowstone National Park Photos by Leonie ...

Photos Below
By Donna Miller
Photos Below
By Marcus
Miller
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KLIKs from Yesteryear
These KLIK excerpts were provided by Club Historian
Audrey Cherevaty who will again this year be
searching the archives and providing KLIK readers
with photos, articles and stories of ‘years gone by’ to
remind us of our club’s history, traditions and those
special fellowship moments.

Audrey would be happy to receive any contributions that
members might wish to make in terms of old photos of
club events, past KLIK issues or personal memories to
add to the archives.

KLIK - November 1962
Silent Night?
Twinkle, twinkle, little light,
Blinking out across the night.
Trouble is, I have not yet
Learned, at night, my lens to set.

KLIK - February 1963
Our Judges
Our judges were quite conscientious in trying to
offer constructive suggestions but, and quite rightly,
they were forced again and again to come back to
that old familiar refrain - "it would have been better
if the maker had moved in a little closer". Only once
was it necessary to suggest that the maker had been
a bit too close. Much of the comment brought out the
not unusual remark that the photographer might
have been rewarded if the shot had been taken from
a vantage point to one side or the other from the one
used. The advantage of strong lighting for bringing
out texture and promoting full color saturation was
ably demonstrated.
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KLIK – August 1993
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Notice Board
Editor: Please feel free to submit information for the Notice Board that you’d like to share with members,
camera equipment for sale, trips or outings that are being planned, etc.
Notice from Craig Stirton: ARE YOU INTERESTED IN DOING STUDIO PHOTOGRAPHY?
At the end of last season, Raymond Hsu and Kevin Chan held a Portrait Workshop for about 20 of our members
that was well received.
Unlike some Camera Clubs, MCC does not have studio space readily available for its members. I was approached
by a couple acquaintances who are professional photographers and who recently opened studio space here in
Mississauga.
The East Mississauga Photography Group/West Toronto Photography Group, is a non-profit organization helping
artists expand their knowledge and creativity with photography workshops and Photoshop classes. They operate
out of the Production Studio in Mississauga (www.productionstudio.ca) and Revprint (www.revprint.com) in south
Etobicoke and have offered to provide different photography services to the members of the MCC.
They offer a FREE workshop “Introduction to Studio Lighting” usually once a month. Also, they offer frequent
events through the ‘Meet-Up Network’ - http://www.meetup.com/East-Mississauga-Photography-Group/ - ranging
from fashion, to beauty, to creative. Personally, I have attended a few of their ‘Meet- Up’ photo shoot events with
excellent results. However, the principals are also prepared to create events on themes that MCC might suggest.
At the Mississauga location, they also offer two studios for rent at very reasonable rates. One studio is fully
equipped. A lighting technician is there to assist you. A second studio is an empty space so that you can use
whatever lighting equipment you may possess. They are offering a rate of $25 an hour for the second studio space
all throughout December with a minimum 2hr booking.
Please reply to this notice by sending me president@mississaugacameraclub.ca one of the following responses:
1.
Yes, I’m interested in events and studio rental.
2.
Yes, I’m interested in events.
3.
Yes, I’m interested in studio rental.
4.
No, I’m not interested.
5.
Not sure, I need more information. [Please add whatever questions you need answered].
Thank you.

Ron Manning Digital Trophy Endowment
In March of this year, we lost a long standing member of our club. Ron
Manning joined MCC in 1982. For over 20 years, he was on the executive,
serving 8 different presidents. Most of that time Ron was competition chair
for both slides and prints. Judging was held in his family room. Ron was an
accomplished photographer and won many of MCC trophies.
In 2006, Ron created and donated 3 club trophies - Digital Beginner, Digital
Intermediate and Digital Advanced. In his will Ron has set-up an endowment
fund. Starting at the banquet May 2016, each winner will receive $35. The
digital competition handbook for 2015/16 will be changed to reflect this
addition.
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First Competition Results
EDITOR: Any questions regarding the following results data should
be directed to Holly Lumley or Sue Adorjan

Season 2015/16

Ribbon Winners
First Competition - November 2015
Digital Beginner

Digital Advanced

Pictorial
1ST
2ND
3RD
HM
HM

SUNSET PIER
VENICE CARNIVAL
JOY
A BOAT WITH A VIEW
FALL COLOURS

1ST
2ND
3RD
HM

ARUBA IGUANA
HAWK CAPTURES SQUIRREL
LOON WITH CATCH
HOSTA

Pictorial
Judy Stuart
Jane Niu
Emilia Turkiewicz
Dolly Goyette
Vida Tirilis

23
22
22
21
21

Bain Myers
Bain Myers
MaryAnn Rowsome
Marlene Adelman

22
22
21
20

Jane Niu
Wendy Mullinder
Judy Stuart

25
22
22

Nature

Creative
1ST STAIRS
2ND SHEER BLUE
3RD SKYROGLYPHICS

1ST
2ND
3RD
HM
HM
HM
HM

LORD OF THE BADLANDS
SWEET SUMATRAN KIDS
SUNSET IN MONUMENT VALLEY
FEARSOME BEAUTY
WIND WAVES AND OAKVILLE BEACON
END OF DAY IN PROVIDENCE BAY
WINTER DREAMLAND

1ST
2ND
3RD
HM
HM

MEAL FOR THE CHICKS
SUMATRAN ORANGUTAN BABY
COOPERS HAWK
EASTERN BLUE BIRD
HUMMER PERCHED TO FEED

1ST
2ND
3RD
HM

COSMO FLOWER
NEW BRAIN
GREAT LEAPING SQUASH
GNARLY WOODS

Kevin Chan
Ina Miglin
Efraim Perl
Stephen Balke
Robert Bateman
Robert Mongrain
Xin Qiu

25
25
24
23
23
23
23

Vincent Filteau
Ina Miglin
Sandra Hawkins
Linda Wiesner
Stephen Balke

25
24
24
24
23

Leonie Holmes
Annette Seip
Al Tilson
Tony Paine

25
24
23
22

Gordan Markic
Monish Ghosh
John Moore
Craig Stirton

23
23
23
22

Sophie Matta

23

Stephen Balke
Vincent Filteau
Rob Thorne
Ina Miglin
Efraim Perl
Bruce Peters

30
26
26
25
25
22

Nature

Creative

Digital Intermediate
Pictorial
1ST MY FIRST PICTORIAL IMAGE

Bob Roman

25

2ND
2ND
3RD
HM
HM
HM

Paul McLeod
Paul McLeod
Lori Metcalfe
Sue Adorjan
Rick DaSilva
Donna Miller

23
23
23
22
22
22

PIER AT DAWN
MORNING FOG
SKYSCRAPER CITY
BIG MEAL FOR A HUNGRY CHICK
SMOKE ON
MULE DEER IN SAGE BRUSH

Prints Level 1
Pictorial
1ST
2ND
3RD
HM

Bee & Flower
Butterfly
Hibiscus
Here is Looking at You

Creative
1ST Swallowtail Sipping Nectar

Nature
1ST GREAT EGRET LANDING

Ingrid Liem

25

2ND
3RD
HM
HM

Lori Metcalfe
Pradipta Datta
Pradipta Datta
Alan Munro

24
23
22
22

Doug Johnston
Misbah Ali
Doug Johnston

22
22
21

GREAT HORNED OWL MID FLIGHT
BUMBLEBEE ON BELL FLOWER
HONEY BEE ON WHITE CLOVER
ARIZONA SLOT CANYON

Creative
1ST WILLIAMSBURG GARDENER
2ND LATE SUMMER FLOWERS
3RD SOMETHING WICKED

Prints Level 2
Pictorial
1ST
2ND
2ND
HM
HM
HM

Welcome
Great Blue Heron in the Mist
Lancia Type D50 1955
Mount Bromo at Dawn
A Storm Brewing
Burst of Fall Colors

Creative
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Season 2015/16

Scoreboard
First Competition - November 2015
Digital
Beginner

Intermediate

Prints

Advanced

Level One

Jane Niu
Judy Stuart
Bain Myers
Vida Tirilis
Wendy Mullinder
David Jackman
MaryAnn Rowsome
Marlene Adelman
Dolly Goyette
Wendy Whitehead
George Cordahi

67
64
63
60
59
58
58
57
57
57
56

Lori Metcalfe
Ingrid Liem
Paul McLeod
Bob Roman
Donna Miller
Pradipta Datta
Jennifer Fowler
Doug Johnston
Rob Thorne
Sue Adorjan
Sophie Matta

68
67
67
67
66
63
62
62
62
61
61

Ina Miglin
Sandra Hawkins
Vincent Filteau
Linda Wiesner
Stephen Balke
Robert Bateman
David Clow
Leonie Holmes
David Penty
Efraim Perl
Al Tilson

71
69
68
67
66
66
66
66
65
65
65

Sophie Matta
Gordan Markic
Mike Feraco
Monish Ghosh
John Moore
Paul Infelise
Craig Stirton
Wendy Whitehead

Emilia Turkiewicz
Tetyana Boronylo
Monish Ghosh
Hoa Lenhu
Maggie Knight

56
55
53
53
36

Misbah Ali
Rick DaSilva
Chantal Chapdelaine
Alan Munro
Marilyn Johnston
Myra Jones
Gordan Markic
Liz McNally
Sorin Alb
David Fibingr
Kathy Foster
John Moore

60
59
58
58
57
55
55
55
54
54
37
18

Robbie Robinson
Tony Paine
Xin Qiu
Robert Mongrain
Annette Seip
Bob Warren
Kevin Chan
Jon Clarke
Craig Stirton
Bruce Peters
Adela Tivadar
Jim Evans
Warren Davis
Marty Pinker

64
63
63
62
62
62
61
60
60
59
59
58
57
56

Level Two
Stephen Balke
Efraim Perl
Vincent Filteau
Tony Paine
Rob Thorne
Ina Miglin
Al Tilson
Sandra Hawkins
Bruce Peters
Sue Adorjan

45
44
43
43
43
42
42
42

52
49
48
48
48
47
47
46
43
42
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KLIK welcomes feedback, comments and suggestions; articles; tips, tricks and techniques; interesting web sites;
images with comments. All submissions are usually published in the first available issue.
Please send your submissions to: KLIK@mississaugacameraclub.ca.

Please visit our Affiliated organisations for news about events, competitions and special offers.

The Photographic Society of America
http://psa-photo.org/

The Canadian Association for Photographic Art
http://capacanada.ca/

THE MISSISSAUGA CAMERA CLUB
Meetings:
Cawthra Seniors’ Community Centre,
1389 Cawthra Road, Mississauga
E-Mail: info@mississaugacameraclub.ca
Web: http://www.mississaugacameraclub.ca

The Mississauga Camera Club is a member of the Greater Toronto Council of Camera Clubs (GTCCC),
Canadian Association of Photographic Art (CAPA), the Photographic Society of America (PSA) and
is affiliated with the Mississauga Recreation and Parks Department and the Mississauga Arts Council.

